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Moving towards Multi Academy Trusts 

Our strategy and vision moving forward for Catholic education within the Diocese of East Anglia 

The Roman Catholic Diocese of East Anglia will help and support all of our schools in developing their 

understanding of MATs and making appropriate steps to join an approved MAT. No Catholic school is 

able to join a MAT or form a MAT without the approval of the Diocesan Trustees. 

Context 

As a Diocese we work very closely with a range of strategic partners such as all of our Local Authorities, 

the Department for Education and the Regional Schools Commissioner. In addition the Diocesan 

Schools Team reports to and advises Diocesan Trustees on the delivery of the Bishop’s educational 

mission, through the provision and development of Catholic schools and education across the Diocese.  

Background 

Academy Schools were initiated under the Labour Government as a programme to improve failing 

schools serving communities with high levels of social disadvantage. 

Opportunities were extended to all Good and Outstanding schools who wanted to convert to Academy 

status. Proposals in the White Paper to academise all schools by 2020 (2022) have since been reversed. 

However, ‘academies collaborating together’ is still a strong message coming from the DfE and any 

school that has an adverse Ofsted inspection is required to join a MAT. 

The RSC has the final decision on academies and trusts when a school is in an Ofsted category, 

although it has a duty to liaise with the Diocese and seek a solution compatible with the Diocesan 

strategy for its schools. 

On the 12th November 2014 at the Diocesan Headteacher Conference, the Director of Schools spoke 

about the need to form partnerships and formalised collaborations and strongly encouraged schools 

to form Multi Academy Trusts. 

In March 2015 Bishop Alan wrote to all Headteachers inviting them and their Chairs of Governors 

(CoGs) to attend a meeting at The White House. In his letter (dated 26th March 2015) Bishop Alan set 

out the future challenges for Catholic education and the need for schools to come together from a 

position of strength.  

On the 8thJuly 2015 there was a meeting of all Head teachers and CoGs held at the Diocesan offices in 

Poringland. The position paper Governing and Learning Together set out the rationale for 

collaboration. 

It said that: 

1. The Diocese of East Anglia has always encouraged the principle of partnership working 

between schools. The Diocese’s preferred model is for families of schools to move together 

into MATs. 

2. We must share a clear understanding about the mission and values of our Diocesan schools 

and collaborate to ensure those fundamentals create the framework of ecclesial communion 

and structure for the provision of Catholic education in the Diocese. 
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3. Catholic schools do not exist in isolation. We understand them as one family/one community 

of schools within the Diocese, and by analogy across the Universal Church 

4. The Diocese is working to support schools in strengthening school to school collaboration and 

support and it does not envisage the circumstances under which it would be agreeable for any 

Diocesan school(s) to “go it alone” 

5. We believe that if all Diocesan schools have the opportunity to convert to multi-academy-

trusts, that the mission and collaboration will be strengthened, provision improved and 

standards maintained or raised, and no individual school will be left isolated or vulnerable. 

6. Our Diocese, led by Bishop Alan, is committed to supporting and strengthening its community 

of schools, recognising the very special work of all those involved in the education of our 

children 

These principles still hold true though this paper sets out how principles No. 1 and No. 5 above need to 

be adopted. 

Demand for Academy status: 

The national context is showing that as of the 1st February 2017: 

• 4986 Academies are open in England of which 3456 were converters and 1530 are sponsored 

• 65% of all secondary schools in England are open as Academies 

• 23% of all primary schools in England are open as Academies 

Working with the Regional Schools Commissioner (RSC) 

The eight RSCs came into post in September 2014 and they report to the National Schools 

Commissioner (Sir David Carter). 

The RSCs take decisions regarding academies on behalf of the Secretary of State (SoS) for Education. 

The SoS remains responsible for the academy system and will hold the RSCs to account for the 

performance of academies in their region. 

The RSCs: 

Provide expertise and local knowledge for the management of the academy system  

• Develop autonomous MATs with strong school improvement strategies and sound financial 

models 

• Give system leaders greater influence and direction over the academies system 

• Create an evolving system allowing flexibility for the system to continue to evolve as the 

number of academies and free schools continues to grow 

• Ensure strong governance of the academy system 

5 Drivers for a Changing Educational World (DfE): 

1. More good school places for all children 

2. Doing even better with less resource 

3. The important role that education plays in the social mobility agenda 

4. Recognition that a more diverse system means a new relationship with maintained schools, 

academies, free schools, diocesan schools, Universities and selective schools 

5. Shift from conversion to conversion plus improvement and developing a school led system 
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Percentage of Schools open as Academies and Free schools 

                                              Primary            Secondary      Special / AP 

Norfolk                                 23%                    71%                 23% 

Suffolk    22%                    69%                 28% 

Cambridge                           25%                    95%                 42% 

Peterborough                      19%                    64%                 20% 

The Education White Paper Educational Excellence Everywhere from March 2016 set out the 

Government’s ambition and expectation that: 

• All schools are expected to become academies but no longer a requirement 

• A school-led system  

• Most schools to be in dynamic MATs 

• Intervention in coasting and failing schools 

• School improvement to be led by MATs and schools 

• Importance of “All – through” education 

Reasons for developing and forming MATs 

The primary aim of establishing MATs is to raise educational standards and outcomes for all learners 

and maintain these at high levels; this can be achieved by establishing firm structures which develop 

and embed best practice across all schools in the trust. MATs are also key for using resources more 

efficiently across the schools. Some of the key areas of benefit that all schools have seen within the St 

John the Baptist MAT (based across Norfolk and North Suffolk) are in: 

• Leadership 

• Proven systems and processes  

• Broader CPD opportunities 

• Richer curriculum including specialist staff 

• Better recruitment and career development opportunities 

• Succession planning 

• Back office efficiencies 

Additionally, the financial pressures for the future are going to be very challenging: 

• Pay costs 

• Non – pay inflation 

• Increases in employer pension contributions from September 2015; typically 0.55% cost 

increase in 2015/16 and 2016/17 

• Increases in National Insurance employer contributions since April 2016; 1.67% in 2016/17 

• Any changes in funding from the new National Funding Formula 

• The removal of the general funding rate of the Education Services Grant 

Ofsted’s research into Trusts found the following common characteristics: 

• Ability to recruit and retain high quality staff at all levels 

• Well-planned, broad and balanced curriculum 

• Commitment to provide high quality education to all pupils 
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• Investment in CPD of teachers and sharing of knowledge and expertise across a network of 

constituent schools 

• High priority given to initial teacher training and leadership development to help secure a 

pipeline of future talent across all schools 

• Clear frameworks of accountability, governance and delegation across all schools 

• Effective use of assessment information to identify, escalate and tackle problems quickly 

• Cautious and considered approach to expansion 

In addition, there is the ability to pool capital funding in order to implement more strategic 

infrastructure improvements and expansion. Once a MAT reaches more than 3000 pupils it will receive 

a formulaic capital allocation instead of having to bid nationally through the Condition Improvement 

Fund. VA schools currently receive LCVAP which is reducing as more schools become academies. 

Our Diocese 

Across England and Wales most Catholic Diocese are working to ensure all of their schools are formed 

in close collaborative groupings and Trusts. Some Dioceses are taking a very firm line in stating which, 

and indeed when, schools will join a particular trust. Across our Diocese so far we have two operational 

trusts, Saint John the Baptist Multi Academy Trust and the Our Lady of Walsingham Multi Academy 

Trust. 

The Diocese of East Anglia is also currently working to submit a total of eight Free School bids for the 

forthcoming Wave 13 round of submissions.  We are applying for schools within the following areas; 

1 Primary Peterborough, 2 Primaries Cambridge, 1 Secondary Cambridge, 1 Primary Thetford, 2 

Primaries Norwich and a Sixth Form College for Central Norwich. Whilst some of the bids are 

connected directly to our MATs, the others will need to be under the arm of newly established Trusts.  

For the purposes of this paper we have not included figures relating to any of our free school proposals, 

the figures for our options are based entirely on the schools we currently have across the diocese. At 

the time of writing, no announcement has been made about Wave 13 free school bids or the removal 

of the 50% CAP. 

The move to require all of our schools across the Diocese to join together into MATs is central to 

ensuring and protecting both the high educational standards, resilience and unique character and 

ambition of our Catholic schools. Within a changing landscape of national education policy and 

provision we need to reinforce and develop the relationship between our schools. As a Diocese we 

currently are in a strong position but we need to ensure sustainability for the future. 

A key driver for the continued success of our schools is understanding the importance of strong 

governance at every level. A MAT has clearly defined roles and responsibilities for all layers of 

governance – the accountability from Members all the way through to Local Governors is key to the 

success and sustainability of not only individual schools but the collective.  

Explanation of the layers of governance in a ‘traditional’ Catholic Multi-Academy Trust Company 

structure 

Members:  

➢ Guardians of the governance of the Multi-Academy Trust Company and the Catholic ethos 

➢ Accountable to the Bishop (unless the Member is the Bishop) 

➢ Signatories to the Memorandum and Articles of Association 

➢ Akin to shareholders 
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Directors:  

➢ Company Directors and Charity Trustees 

➢ Accountable to the Members and the Bishop 

➢ Duty to uphold the Multi-Academy Trust Company’s objects and to comply with any directives, 

advice and/or guidance issued by the Bishop   

➢ Responsible for preserving and developing the Multi-Academy Trust Company’s Catholic 

character at all times, and this overriding duty (which is also a legal duty) should permeate 

everything that the Directors do.  

➢ Responsible for the general control and management of the administration of the Multi-

Academy Trust Company and for delivering the three core functions set out in the DfE 

Handbook for Governors.  

➢ Responsible for standards of education in the academies within the Multi-Academy Trust 

Company  

➢ Delegate functions to sub-committees, senior executive leadership, LGBs, and 

Principals/Headteachers 

➢ Appoint the senior executive leadership 

Senior executive leadership: 

➢ Appointed by the Board of Directors and employed by the Multi-Academy Trust Company   

➢ Expectation that this will include a senior executive, for example a CEO, if appropriate 

depending on the size and stage of development of the multi-academy trust company  

➢ Responsible for ‘operations’ and for delivering the Board’s vision and ethos – the ‘professional 

leaders’ 

➢ Responsible for the Multi-Academy Trust Company’s financial effectiveness and stability and 

for ensuring value for money 

➢ Assist in the performance management of the Principals/Headteachers  

Local Governing Body: 

➢ Appointed/elected to govern a specific academy within the Multi-Academy Trust Company in 

accordance with the Scheme of Delegation 

➢ Have oversight of one academy or federation in the multi-academy trust company and are 

accountable to the board of Directors of the multi-academy trust company 

➢ Vital link to the local community providing local context 

Principal/Headteacher:   

➢ Responsible for day to day management of the Academy (or academies in an executive 

headship type arrangement)  

➢ Responsible for performance management of staff excluding those staff whose performance 

is managed by the Directors, a committee of the Directors, the senior executive leadership 

the LGB or a committee thereof  

The relationship between the different strands of leadership authority are set out for each MAT in a 

legally binding scheme of delegation. 
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Groupings 

 Whilst there is the need to join all of our schools across the Diocese one needs to be mindful of:  

1. Geography – what groupings will work best. There will inevitably be some difficulties 

around the distances of some of the groupings. This will need to be measured alongside 

size and viability issues. 

2. Size – how big or small are they? Can we maximise opportunity with bigger groupings that 

link-in with co-terminus connections with local authorities and RSC development areas? 

3. Developing long term sustainability from the start, not based on personal relations or 

personalities, but built on long term objectivity. 

 

The RSCs nationally are setting up new school improvement boards (SIB) which will be based on a 

system-led school improvement model.  We are delighted that we have representation on all of the 

RSC Boards within the diocese. 

 The Boards will: 

1. Have representation to include the RSC, Teaching School Council, Local Authority, 

Headteacher reps and Diocese. 

2. Support schools which will be commissioned through teaching schools.  

3. Develop regional school improvement activity. 

The 5 Sub-regional Groups for our area will be: 

• Cambridgeshire / Peterborough 

• Norfolk 

• Suffolk 

• Essex 

• North London 

Size of MATs 

The DfE has produced some modelling for size of MATs. All three examples assume a pupil income of 

£4530. 

• Model 1 is a 3 Primary School MAT with 1260 NOR 

5% of pupil income is £285K 

Exec HT, Financial Director and HR manager 

The above three posts are covered within the income received but most of the non essentials 

are still bought and paid for by individual schools, including school to school support 

 

• Model 2 is a MAT of 5 schools with 1 Secondary and 4 Primary with a total of 2850 NOR 

5% of income is £584K 

Key roles covered plus services adding value to the schools 

School to school support covered 

ICT across the MAT 

Estates and maintenance across all schools within the MAT 
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• Model 3 is a MAT of 10 schools. 2 Secondary and 8 Primary with 5160 NOR 

5% of income is £1,169,000 

Full range of roles and services covered 

Leadership including CEO and Exec Head over schools 

Finance and HR teams can grow to reflect the size of staffing and turnover 

Trust provides school to school support, ICT, network support, estates services, marketing and 

PR. 

 

For over two years the schools across the Diocese have had the opportunity to work collaboratively 

with other Diocesan schools to form and develop Multi Academy Trusts. In addition, the Diocese has 

direct evidence of the benefits of such relationships for not only educational improvement but for 

developing sustainability and long term strategic planning (as exemplified by our two SJTB and OLW 

MATs). 

The trusts need to work for all of our schools and must be inclusive. Similarly we expect our schools 

to continue to look outward and work with their respective neighbouring schools and within their local 

context. 

 

Options for our diocese  

 

Various options for the groupings have been discussed. These have included, for example a 

Peterborough only and Cambridge only MAT, a combined Peterborough and Cambridge MAT, an 

Ipswich MAT, a Bury MAT etc.   

Peterborough MAT (1328 NOR) 

Cambridge MAT (501 NOR) 

Ipswich MAT (1216 NOR) NB – St Marys’ are now consulting on joining OLW. 

 

Other options examined included a three MAT solution for the Diocese. 

This would have a total of three MATs  

 Peterborough and Cambridge to join together (1829 NOR) 

 West Suffolk and Ipswich schools to join Our Lady of Walsingham (3428 NOR) 

 Norfolk and North Suffolk schools to be within St John the Baptist (3034 NOR) 

 

Concerns have been expressed  about the possibility of a two stage process (i.e. of separate MATs 

being set up which would then be expected to merge). This is not a sensible strategic decision. There 

would be considerable duplication of time, resource and financial expenditure both at the point of 

initial setup and then merger. There is also concern that the merger would involve further financial 

additional costs (such as legal, costs around salary protection or redundancy of staff, possibly two 

CEOs and two CFOs etc); schools will not have the money in their budgets to meet these costs and 
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any contribution towards these costs would divert money away from meeting the educational needs 

of the children. 

Outcome 

After much careful consideration and discussion with a range of key stakeholders, colleagues, 

governors, other Catholic Dioceses, DfE, RSC and the CES and Diocesan Education Officers the DSSC 

has approved a two MAT model for our schools. 

This gives our schools the best opportunity to:  

• Protect the Catholic character  

• Ensure high and rigorous academic standards 

• Share and benefit from best practice 

• Offer opportunities for staff progression and retention 

• Maximise financial benefits  

• Provide greater sustainability for the future 

 

This would have a total of two appropriately sized MATs across the diocese. 

MAT 1 – Peterborough and Norfolk schools within the SJTBT 

MAT 2 – Cambridge and West Suffolk and Ipswich schools within the OLW 

Please see  Appendix 1 Two MAT model 

                     Appendix 2 includes the Independent and Associate Member schools 

MAT 1 – St John the Baptist 

Notre Dame     1432 

St Benet’s          82 

St Edmund’s     88 

St Mary’s         209 

St Francis          423 

St Augustine’s   255 

St Mary & St Peter (GY) 200 

St Marthas’ 345 

Sacred Heart 210 

St Thomas More 417 

St John Fisher 701 

TOTAL 
4362 

 

Hub approach 

The DSSC is conscious of the distances that will be required to be covered by the two MATs. For 

example, the establishment of a Peterborough Hub within the model will allow for the schools 

within the Hub to have a collective ambition to support and challenge each other ensuring a 

consistent drive to improve and add value to pupil outcomes. The hub will be important in 

developing context and understanding of the local issues and in turn the inclusion within the MAT 
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will allow for all schools across the MAT to benefit from best practice, initiatives and innovative 

approaches to further connect all schools across the MAT.  

 

MAT 2 – Our Lady of Walsingham 

St Albans 210 

St Laurence 291 

St Louis           308 

St Felix             310 

St Mary’s      211  
 

St Mark’s      216 

St Pancras     211 

St Albans Secondary 1000 

St Edmund’s     389 

St Joseph’s        145 

St Benedict’s Secondary 849 

 4140 

  

Next steps will also include the development of Associate Members for both of the MATs 

All Saints Academy    234 

St Bede’s Inter-church    818 

Waterbeach Secondary 900 

TOTAL 1952 

 

 Time scale 

At the time of writing we are now entering our third year of progress towards all of our schools being 

within a MAT (prescribed MAT). 

The DSSC want all of our schools to be within their designated MAT by 1st September 2020. 
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APPENDIX 2 
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Implementation Schedule for Moving Towards MATs 

 

Activity Key Personnel Date                

 
 
MAT paper and implementation schedule sent to all HTs’ 
and CoGs. 
 

 
 
HTs and CoGs 

 
 
5/10/17 

 
Presentation to all Head Teachers at HT Conference. 
 
 

 
Schools Team 
HTs 

 
10/10/17 

 
Follow up event for individual governing bodies will be 
organised on a locality basis. 
 
 

 
Governing Bodies 
 

 
Dates 
organised by 
request 

 
 
Work with established trusts to develop the time line for 
conversions 
 
 

 
 
Schools Team and 
Trusts 

 
 
October 2017 

 
Briefing event to be delivered in conjunction with 
Winkworth Sherwood and DfE Regional Representatives. 
 
 

 
Gov Body working 
groups & 
Trusts 

 
Jan 2018 

 
 
Work with Associate Members on linking with MATs 
 
 

 
 
Schools Team, HTs 
and GoGs 

 
 
Feb 2018 
 
 

 

 

Key Personnel and contacts 

 

Flavio Vettese Deputy Director Diocese of East Anglia – flavio.vettese@rcdea.org.uk 

Helen Bates Assistant Director Diocese of East Anglia – helen.bates@rcdea.org.uk  

Julie O’Connor Director Diocese of East Anglia – joschools@rcdea.org.uk 
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